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Item Description 

1. Subject Title 
 

Computer Game and Animation Design 
 
 

2. Course Provider 
 

Vocational Training Council  
 
 

3. Area of Studies/ 
Course Cluster 

 

Creative Studies/Media Arts 
 

4. Medium of 
Instruction 

 

Chinese or English  

5. Learning 
Outcomes 

 

Upon completion of the subject, students should be able to: 
 
(1) understand the profile of the computer game and 

animation industry and its latest local and global 
development; 

(2) apply various digital media skills and tools manipulation 
techniques; and pre-production and project management 
skills to computer game and animation design; 

(3) integrate creativity, team working and problem-solving 
skills in creating computer game and animation products; 

(4) recognise the importance of work ethics and 
responsibilities in the computer game and animation 
industry, including originality and awareness of 
intellectual property rights, and demonstrate positive 
values and attitudes; 

(5) apply the knowledge in media literacy and skills in critics 
to the development of portfolios of studies in various 
computer game and animation products; and 

(6) develop self-understanding for further studies and career 
development in the related field. 
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Computer Game Design Stream 

 
3D Animation Design Stream  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.  Curriculum Map – Organisation and Structure 

1. Computer Game and Animation 
Fundamentals (27 hours) 

Industry knowledge 

Role of creative designers 

History and cultural 
issues of computer game 
and animation 

2. Visual Design Basics  
(30 hours) 

Multimedia entertainment 
products appreciation 

3. Creativity and Storyboarding for Computer 
Game and Animation (24 hours) 

Storyboarding techniques 

Characters and props 
appreciation and design 
 

Visual design fundamentals 

Tools for visual design 
 

Integrating creativity and computer game 
and animation design 
 

Creativity techniques 

Copyright issues and work ethics 

Production workflow of computer 
game and animation 
 

Success factors of computer 
game and animation design 

Elective Part (99 hours) 

5a. Motion Graphics 
and Visual 
Effects for 
Computer Game  
(24 hours) 

6a. Computer Game 
Production 
Project  
(45 hours) 

Designing, developing and producing a 
computer game 

4a. Computer Game 
Design and 
Development 
(30 hours) 

 

Motion graphics and visual effects 
design for computer game 

Motion graphics and visual effects 
techniques 

Basic concepts of motion graphics and 
visual effects 

Computer game design concept 

Computer game development and testing 

Computer game development tool 

Post-production and computer game 
testing 

Computer game project presentation 

Research for computer game 
development 

5b. Audio 
Recording and 
Sound Effects  
for Animation  
(21 hours) 

6b. 3D Animation 
Production 
Project 
(45 hours) 

Designing, developing and 
producing an animation 

4b. 3D Animation 
Design and 
Development 
(33 hours) 

 

Sound design for animation 

Sound mixing and effects 
production 

Sound recording basics 

3D illustration for animation 

Keyframing techniques 

Post-production 

3D animation project presentation 

Research for animation 
development 

Core Part (81 hours) 

(choose only one) 

Animation rendering techniques 

OR 
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7.  The Context 
 The information on possible study and career pathways is provided to enhance students’ understanding of the wider context of the specific Applied Learning course. Students who have successfully completed Applied Learning courses have to meet other entry 

requirements as specified by the institutions. 
 The recognition of Applied Learning courses for admission to further studies and career opportunities is at the discretion of relevant institutions. The Education Bureau and the course providers of Applied Learning are exploring and seeking recognition related to 

further education and career development opportunities for students successfully completing the Applied Learning courses. 
 

  Possible further study and career pathways 
Further studies 
 e.g. computer game and animation, software engineering, cloud computing and data centre administration, digital 

entertainment and multimedia 
Career development 
 e.g. at entry level: junior animator, assistant game designer, assistant game programmer, game artist, game tester 
 e.g. at managerial level: animator, game designer, game programmer, character designer 

  

     

Relations with core subjects and  

other elective subjects 
 

Enhancing and enriching, e.g. 
 enhancing the depth and breadth of Information and 

Communication Technology, such as the computing knowledge in 
digital graphics manipulations for animation and computing algorithms 
for game, through hands-on computer game and animation 
production activities, e.g. illustrating character by vector graphics, 
assigning collusion detections for game / animation objects 

 enhancing the depth and breadth of Design and Applied 
Technology, such as the visualisation concepts of dimensions of 
computer graphics, coordination systems and perspectives of objects, 
through hands-on computer game and animation production 
activities, e.g. designing the background of game / animation 

 enhancing the depth and breadth of Visual Arts, such as the 
aesthetics elements of game and animation in composition of 
graphics, character and props design and visual effects appreciation, 
through computer game and animation production, e.g. designing 
character and props by considering the form (e.g. symmetric / 
asymmetric) and colours (e.g. warm / cold colours) 

 
Cross-fertilisation, e.g. 
 applying the common knowledge of this subject and Music such as 

the use of music elements to convey messages, consolidates and 
reinforces learning of both subjects 

 applying the common knowledge of this subject and Information and 
Communication Technology such as the knowledge of using 
computer for creative presentation, consolidates and reinforces 
learning of both subjects 
 

Expanding horizons, e.g. 
 students taking any other subjects can explore their different aptitudes 

and develop different intelligences through experiencing the workflow 
and acquiring latest knowledge of the computer game and animation 
industry 
 

Consolidating and synergising students’ studies, e.g.  
 students undertake in-depth study through production and 

presentation of project to integrate the knowledge and skills acquired 
and developed in their prior learning 

 Cluster of professions/trades/industries related to the course 
 e.g. computer game and animation, software engineering, cloud computing and data centre administration, digital 

entertainment and multimedia 
 

 Relations with other areas of studies/ 

courses of Applied Learning 
 

Creative Studies 
 Innovations developed from Creative Studies can 

enhance students’ creative thinking skills for other 
subjects e.g. Fashion Image Design and Interior 
Design 

 
Other Areas of Studies 
 the knowledge from Computer Game and 

Animation  Design can enhance and contribute to 
student’s development in subjects of other areas of 
studies, e.g. Film and Video in Media and 
Communication  
 

Future global and local outlook 
 the annual growth of the entertainment and media industry in the global market reaches up to US$2.2 trillion 
 the creative industries in Hong Kong grew rapidly in the last decade 
 creative industry domains in Hong Kong are worth a portion of local Gross Domestic Product with around 40,000 

related establishments and 200,000 practitioners     
 the establishment of CreateHK promotes the development of creative industries in Hong Kong and provide one-stop 

services and better support to the industries 
 the set up of CreateSmart Initiative (CSI) provides financial support to projects with objectives that are in line with the 

strategic direction to drive the creative industries 
 

Beginners’ skill set to facilitate entry to further studies and/or work 
 describe the profile and characteristics of the computer game and animation industry 
 observe the work ethics, workplace requirements and responsibilities of the practitioners in the computer game and 

animation industry, e.g. functions of different departments within a computer game and animation corporation and the 
role of individuals with the departments 

 transfer practical and manipulating skills to different media, e.g. employ digital animation techniques and industry 
standard software to create computer games  

 demonstrate creativity, critical thinking and problem-solving skills in creating computer games and animations 
 illustrate the ability in multimedia literacy and presenting ideas and views effectively 
 identify the aptitudes and abilities required in computer game and animation industry and formulate the personal 

development plan for further studies, career planning and lifelong learning 
 

     

  Foundation knowledge developed in junior secondary education and Secondary 4 
The subject is built upon the foundation knowledge students acquired in, e.g. 
 Chinese Language Education and English Language Education - communication skills 
 Mathematics Education – logics, measures, shape and space dimension 
 Technology Education – fundamental knowledge of computer graphics, programming, computer hardware and 

software 
 Arts Education – design considerations, critique and appreciation 
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